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Abstract

We introduce a measurement system architecture, which
has three main qualities: secure two-way transfer of mea-
surement data, quick adaptability to different kinds of
measurement tasks and strong data presentation capa-
bilities through XML techniques. In the architecture, we
take advantage of well-tried technologies, like a commonly
used visual programming language that offers predefined
and adaptive measuring tools for managing measurement
devices and tasks. XML is a widely adopted standard for
a flexible text format and data exchange. It brings along
a vast selection of ready made facilities for processing and
transforming the content into any format desired. We also
propose a secure environment into the architecture, which
can be accessed on demand using a wide range of terminal
devices.
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1 Introduction

In this paper, we introduce a measurement system which
has unique qualities like two-way transfer of measurement
data, quick adaptability to different kinds of measure-
ment tasks, and strong data presentation capabilities us-
ing XML (Extensible Markup Language) techniques. The
system is not limited to any particular context, that is,
the system is general enough to cope with various mea-
surement tasks.

Consider, for example, the field of health care, where
measurement typically involves professionals, who use
measuring devices. Then, the data flows in one-way from
patient to the professional. We have devised a system
which uses common state-of-the-art equipment for the
benefit of both parties. For this we define a two-way
transfer of measurement data. For example, a patient
might be given a blood pressure measurement device with
a PDA (Personal Digital Assistant) to be taken home and

∗A preliminary version of this work appeared in proceedings of
international conference on Information Technology: New Genera-
tions (ITNG 2006).

Figure 1: Overview of the measurement system architec-
ture

used according to some predefined schedule. In addition
to sending the measurement data, the PDA can receive
data to advice or alert the patient on some issue. This
two-way communication of measurement data brings true
interaction between the parties. As mentioned earlier, the
measurement system is general in design and can there-
fore also be used in various other scenarios, in entirely
different contexts.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section
1 describes the measurement system as a whole. The fol-
lowing sections concentrate on the various parts of the
system starting with building the measurement applica-
tion by using LabVIEW in Section 3. Section 4 discusses
data processing and formatting, which plays an impor-
tant role as to how the data is handled in the system and
presented in various devices. Section 5 discusses security
issues involved in transferring the measurement data be-
tween parties. Finally, we give our conclusion in Section
6.

2 System Overview

The architecture is presented in Figure 1 and consists of
measurement equipment, an application server, and end
user devices.

The measurement equipment consists of physical mea-
surement devices, such as sensors and a PDA device. Vi-
sual programming language LabVIEW is used for imple-
menting the measurement application. We use LabVIEW
for building the application, because it provides a wide
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range of predefined measurement tools.

The Application Server contains a database used for
permanent storage of measurement data. Communication
between the PDA and the Application Server is bidirec-
tional. The information is transmitted in XML format.
This allows us to accommodate possible third party im-
plementations in either end. The main task of the Ap-
plication Server is to process the measurement data and
provide the end user devices with content in suitable for-
mat. The end user devices range from stationary third
party information systems to mobile hand held devices,
and can communicate with the Application Server using
TCP/IP based protocols, such as HTML, WML or XML-
RPC.

Presented architecture is general and can be used in
several areas, where secure two-way transfer of measure-
ment data is needed. The strength of the architecture is
easy modification for different requirements. By changing
only the sensors, the system can be used for a different
purpose with slight modifications to the measurement ap-
plication.

Figure 2: The user interface of a flood measurement sys-
tem consists of virtual instruments

3 Building Measurement Applica-

tion by Using LabVIEW

Measurement equipment consists of physical devices and
measurement applications on a chosen platform. Data
acquisition from a physical phenomena into an applica-
tion is handled with sensors, a signal conditioning device,
and a data acquisition (DAQ) card. Sensors and signal
conditioning can be combined together into a simple mea-
surement device. Required physical devices depend on the
phenomenon to be measured. In addition, used devices,
especially the application platform, are strongly deter-
mined by a measurement environment and measured phe-
nomenon. A wireless PDA platform offers an opportunity
for building a hand held measurement system [1].

A PDA is compact and costs less than a laptop. In
addition, it is practical for simple measuring processes
and it is easy to use with a help of a touch panel that
improves usability (compared, for example, to a minimal
keyboard). On the other hand, PDA’s confined capacity,
such as available memory, view, processor power, and en-
ergy management has to be taken into account [2, 3, 4].
Therefore, an implementation of a measurement applica-

tion can be made easier by choosing a proper program-
ming language.

The measurement application we present in this arti-
cle is created by using visual programming language Lab-
VIEW [5, 6, 7]. LabVIEW is commonly used in informa-
tion technology, for example, in data acquisition, presen-
tation, and analysis, and also in control [8]. LabVIEW
offers predefined and adaptive measuring tools for man-
aging a PDA and measurement devices.

LabVIEW’s visual language is based on visual compo-
nents called virtual instruments (shortly VIs) and their
possible sub-VIs. The user interface is implemented with
virtual controls (such as slides, knobs and meters) and
indicators (such as gauges, bars, graphs and charts). In
Figure 2, a user interface of a water level controlling ap-
plication for a flood situation is illustrated. The user in-
terface consists of two indicators and seven controls. All
instruments placed into the UI also appear in the program
code. Visual program code is based on data flow principle,
whereas conventional programming languages, such as C,
C++, and Java, are based on control flow principle [9, 10].
In visual programming language, data flows without un-
necessary control from one VI to another through wires
connected to their input/output terminals, see Figure 3.
With the help of LabVIEW’s PDA Module, the program
code and UI are implemented considering requirements
and constraints of the PDA. After an application is im-
plemented, it is compiled and transferred into a PDA by
LabVIEW. All modifications of the application are done
in PC, laptop or other device capable of supporting the
LabVIEW application development environment.

In Figure 4, a measurement system is illustrated. It
consists of physical and virtual components. The data
(signal) is gathered with sensors, then modified by sig-
nal conditioning and transferred into the PDA through
a DAQ interface or a USB port. Gathered data can be
saved into a local database, a file, or it can be transferred
into a remote database by using selected communication
(IrDa or Bluetooth).

Figure 3: An example of visual program code

UI modification with LabVIEW is easy because of PDA
tools and instruments. If the measurement application is
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used by people having different user capabilities, a user
interface has to be adaptive. For example, users of a blood
pressure measurement system could have debilitated eye
vision, low hand or finger coordination, or other immobil-
ity. In this case, the measurement application has to be so
simple that the user could handle a measurement session
by pressing only a few buttons. With a help of modifiable
virtual controls and indicators, there is an opportunity,
without major work, to customize even an individual user
interface for each user.

Compared to conventional text based programming
languages, the visual code is simpler to create and un-
derstand [9, 10, 11]. Programmer’s work is getting easier
and less error prone because of predefined instruments
and predefined functionality.

4 Data Processing and Format-

ting

XML [12] is a flexible text format designed for electronic
publishing, and for the exchange of wide variety of data
on the Web and elsewhere. XML is developed by a non-
commercial consortium W3C (The World Wide Web Con-
sortium) [13], and techniques and languages generated by
W3C can be compared to world wide industrial standards.
XML techniques support interoperability of data process-
ing; data transmission between independent services, data
transformation, updating and formatting, and distribu-
tion of data in different formats. For these reasons, the
use of XML is spreading all over the world among dif-
ferent organisations to improve their collaboration. Also,
end-users on the web meet XML more often every day.

Figure 4: Components of the measurement system archi-
tecture

There exists a huge amount of application standards
based on these W3C standards, for example HL7 [14],
which contains a group of standards for health care, or
Finvoice [15], which is a standard for electronic invoices
used by Finnish banks. In practice, the use of application
standards may slightly differ from organisation to organi-
sation. However, many standards used in real life are data

and system specific. In many cases, when transmitting
data to other systems, we need data transformations. Us-
ing a standard like XML (or a standard based on XML),
in general, makes this easier than with a totally unfamiliar
form of data.

In the architecture of the secure two-way transfer of
measurement data, the receiving end, that is the Appli-
cation Server, will handle all data transformations, see
Figure 1. In order to make the architecture generic, we
need to resolve the issue of using new standards or gen-
eral technologies — one unsolved stumbling block in using
XML is the formatting of data in a general level.

Formatting XML data, or presenting it, could be quite
tricky. End-users need to see the data in some reasonable
form and not in pure XML form with tags. The most
used languages for formatting XML data are CSS (Cas-
cading Style Sheets) [16] and XSL (Extensible Stylesheet
Language) [17]. CSS is designed for web display, and
XSL is a powerful styling language with a strong support
for print page. However, there are two major disadvan-
tages in formatting data with these languages, from the
point of view of end-users: the formatting task is difficult,
and the result is form specific. Therefore, there is a need
for implementing multiple formatting scripts for multiple
result formats. For example, the user may need to han-
dle a lot of different data coming from separate systems,
and data with similar information may look very differ-
ent when coming from disparate systems. The work would
become easier, if the views of different data could be for-
matted to look alike, without changing the actual data.
A formatting script for each incoming data source can be
defined with XSL, for example, but using XSL appropri-
ately needs not only quite deep knowledge of processing
structured documents but also programming skills. Also,
the user may need to deliver data to multiple result forms:
for databases, paper printouts, and web pages. This could
be done with XSL, but a style sheet for every result form
must be defined separately. This would become easier if
there was a possibility to define a uniform layout for data
in one script without taking into account forms of results,
see Figures 5 and 6.

Figure 5: Describing formatting of a document for multi-
ple result formats with existing systems

In these circumstances, there is a need for an easy-to-
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use generic styling language for defining uniform layouts
for documents. We are developing a language, or more
like an interface to XML formatting languages, that is to
be a high-level solution to the problem of defining XML
document formatting. Because the XSL language is a
powerful styling language, there is no reason to try to
override the actual formatting language. The general in-
terface for describing the XML formatting makes use of
existing languages and techniques, thereby not being a
competing language or technique.

The formatting language we are developing contains
only commonly used and most typical styling features
(font properties, simple table properties, etc.), which
makes it easy to write and read. The formatting de-
scription is simply a readable definition of the document
layout in XML format. XML syntax also makes it pos-
sible to process both the source document and the for-
matting specification using common XML tools. Most
importantly, the language is independent of any specific
style sheet language implementation or form of the result
document; the formatting description is common both to
an electronic document and to a paper printout.

Figure 6: Describing formatting of a document for multi-
ple result formats with one style sheet

In our architecture, all the data handling is done in
the Application Server. Also forwarding any data takes
place through this part. When a user has an implementa-
tion of the generic formatting language introduced above,
data processing is possible without specialized skills (for
instance, programming) or specialized commercial soft-
ware. A manipulation of data could be done with freely
available XML techniques and presenting data is easy for
end-users through this generic formatting layer, taking
advantage of most used XML techniques.

5 Privacy, Integrity and Authen-

tication

Strong mutual authentication and access control are cru-
cial between the Application Server and the PDA con-
nected to the measurement device, see Figure 7. Other-
wise, any party in the web would be able to send random
measurement values. The same applies also between the

Application Server and the web client. We rely on SSL
(Secure Sockets Layer) [18] to provide authentication in
these situations.

The SSL is a group of protocols designed to provide
end-to-end security for TCP traffic. It can provide pri-
vacy, integrity of data, and authentication of communi-
cating parties [18]. The SSL protocol can be configured
to provide mutual authentication. Our web client, see
Figure 7, uses HTTPS (HTTP over SSL) and a certifi-
cate to authenticate itself to the server. Furthermore, it
is possible for an application to get the X509 certificate
of the opposite party from the SSL protocol [19, 20, 21].

The Authentication and Authorization Server can au-
thenticate a user based on a signature the user has gen-
erated. This scheme is necessary, when the device is not
capable of using SSL, for example, when the traffic is in
form of SMS messages.

5.1 Certificate Authority and Timestamp

Service

In order to achieve mutual authentication using SSL, both
parties must have certificates that the opposite party can
verify. We are using a CA (Certificate Authority), which
generates pairs of private and public keys for users and
signs corresponding certificates. The keys are generated
and stored on a tamper resistant smart card. This makes
it practically impossible to make duplicates of the card
[22]. Signatures using the private key are done on the
card using the card’s processor. All privileged operations
on the card are protected with a PIN.

The CA also maintains a CRL (Certificate Revocation
List), which is used to revoke a certificate, in case a private
key corresponding to a certificate becomes compromised.
All the certificates signed by the CA can be found in an
LDAP (Lightweight Directory Access Protocol) directory.

5.2 Role-based Access Control

Access control in our web client employs Role Based Ac-
cess Control [23]. This means that it is possible to define
different roles, such as an administrator or a user, which
have different privileges in handling the data. Our sys-
tem employs an Authentication and Authorization Server,
which is responsible for authorizing user actions based on
the role the user has. Authentication of the user is done
using the certificate obtained from the SSL protocol. The
database server has knowledge of all legitimate users and
their roles. The identity of the user is compared to this
database and privileges are granted according to the roles
found in the database.

5.3 SMS

SMS (Short Message Service) is probably the most used
data service in the GSM (Global System for Mobile Com-
munications). SMS messages have been used in several
systems, where a person needs to be alerted of some event.
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Figure 7: Overview of the security architecture of the
system

Usually a monitoring process sends an SMS message to
a human, when something happens that needs attention.
Examples of such applications include home security sys-
tems, industrial processes and alike. SMS messaging has
also been used in reminder systems, where the GSM user
needs to be reminded of something, for example a doctor’s
appointment.

In our system, SMS messaging is utilized by the Ap-
plication Server. Any measurement value exceeding some
threshold value will generate an event which sends an SMS
message. In case of a health monitoring equipment, the
recipient could be a relative or a health care professional.

5.4 Privacy, Integrity and Authentica-

tion in SMS traffic

Access to the GSM network is accomplished using an SMS
gateway, provided by a GSM operator. Our Application
Server sends SMS messages to the gateway, which in turn
delivers them to recipients. This scheme, however, has
some security concerns, which have to be addressed. Since
all unprotected data in the internet can be read by out-
siders, we have to consider how to protect the data we
transmit. The Application Server – SMS gateway con-
tact can be protected with SSL. However, as the message
is received by the operator, it will be stored until it can
be delivered. Sometimes a message can wait for delivery
a considerably long time, when, for example, the targeted
mobile device is turned off.

For SMS messaging, the SSL handshake protocol is
much too complicated. To guarantee privacy and integrity
of the SMS traffic we use public key cryptography for
encrypting and signing the data. It was shown in [24]
that privacy, integrity and strong authentication can be
achieved using the J2ME (Java 2 Micro Edition) [25] plat-
form on a mobile phone. The Wireless Messaging API [26]
and the Security and Trust Services API [27] are required
on the device.

When sending a message m, the Application Server
encrypts it with the public key KUM of the intended re-

cipient M . This way the message can only be decrypted
by the recipient with the correct private key. The Appli-
cation Server also signs a hash value h(m) of the message
m with the private key KRAS. By verifying the signature,
the client can be sure that the message came from the Ap-
plication Server and that the message has not been altered
in any way after it was signed. To ensure the freshness
of the message, we use a dual signature, where the Appli-
cation Server sends the hash of the message h(m) to the
Timestamp Service. The Timestamp Service calculates a
xor (⊕) of a timestamp, the hash, and a random nonce n,
and signs the result. This signature EKRT S

(h(m)⊕n⊕ts)
with the timestamp and the nonce are then sent to the
Application Server which forwards them with the mes-
sage to the client. Hence, the Application Server sends
M the message EKUM

(m, ts, n, EKRT S
(h(m) ⊕ n ⊕ ts)).

The nonce n is used because otherwise the Timestamp
Service would have to use it’s private key to encrypt any
chosen data sent by the Application Server.

The responsibility of determining the freshness of the
timestamp is left to the recipient. The client may have
some predefined time window for accepting timestamps.

5.5 Two-way SMS Traffic

Achieving authentication and privacy for SMS messages
sent by the application server is rather straightforward.
The situation with messages sent by the device to the
server is somewhat more complicated. Considering that
we are using the SMS system to notify a user of an event
which might be of urgent nature, it seems natural that
the mobile user should be able to react on the message.
Using the mobile device the user could log into the system
using WTLS [28] and respond to an urgent message.

When we use SMS messaging for response, the authen-
tication solution is based on a challenge-response pro-
tocol. The alert message contains a random nonce n,
which is encrypted using the public key KUM of the mo-
bile user M . The user can subsequently be authenticated
with the signature EKRM

(n ⊕ h(m)). As stated earlier,
the Authentication and Authorization Server can verify
this signature. The content of the response message M is
encrypted using the public key KUA of the Application
Server.

The Application Server replies to each of these mes-
sages with a confirmation. In case the message contained
a request of some operation, the confirmation will contain
a return value which indicates the result of the operation.
The confirmation message contains a new random nonce
which can be used for subsequent communication. The
system is protected against replay attacks by a demand
that each nonce n can be used only once by the user M .
However, this would not protect the system for a delayed
message attack. In such an attack, the adversary has
control over the transport media and is able to block and
record a message for sending it at a later time. Whether
this attack is relevant, depends on the specific use of the
system.
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There are some situations, where the client may need
an authenticated timestamp. These situations include
protection against the delay attack, and the case, where
the communication is initiated by the client. The client
M will ask the Timestamp Service TS, see Figure 7, for a
timestamp ts and for message m, and sends the message
as follows:

1) M → TS : EKUT S
(IDM , h(m)).

2) TS → M : EKUM
(ts, n, EKRT S

(h(IDM ⊕h(m)⊕ts⊕

n))).

3) M → AS : EKUAS
(IDM , EKRM

(h(m)), m, ts, n,
EKRT S

(h(IDM ⊕ h(m) ⊕ ts ⊕ n))).

The Timestamp Service uses a random nonce n to pro-
tect its private key. After receiving the message, AS can
verify that the timestamp ts is within a predefined time
window and greater than the timestamp of the previous
communication.

6 Conclusion

In this paper we presented a system architecture for se-
cure two-way transfer of measurement data. Using a PDA
costs less than a laptop for the client platform for the
measurement data. On the other hand, PDA has an envi-
ronment with far more possibilities than a mobile phone
would have. Also, a PDA is compact and lightweight solu-
tion which is easy to move around. Being a wireless device
that can connect to a measurement device wireless makes
it optimal for our purposes. One of our criteria for choos-
ing a PDA was the easy implementation of measurement
software with LabView.

Our choice of data structure for data exchange is XML.
Although, some other scheme would require less control
information in respect to the payload data, other benefits
of using XML clearly overcome the effects of the required
additional space for the tagging information. Being a
widely adopted standard, XML gives us excellent pos-
sibilities for defining interfaces for third party implemen-
tations. Choice of XML also brings along a vast selection
of ready made facilities for processing and transforming
the content into any format desired.

Strong mutual authentication is a crucial requirement
for any data system, where access to services is restricted.
In order to handle large amount of users and user privi-
leges, we have adopted the role based authentication. Us-
ing roles, handling of access privileges becomes much eas-
ier and less error prone. With it, we propose a secure
environment which can be accessed on demand using a
wide range of terminal devices.
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